Iridescent Hues Swatch Book

60% GOLD BASE with 12% Process Ink Increments

Metallic G2  Metallic G8  Metallic G14  Metallic G20  Metallic G26  Metallic G32  Metallic G2  Metallic G38  Metallic G74  Metallic G110  Metallic G146  Metallic G182
Metallic G5  Metallic G11  Metallic G17  Metallic G23  Metallic G29  Metallic G35  Metallic G5  Metallic G41  Metallic G77  Metallic G113  Metallic G149  Metallic G185
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Base color: 60% GOLD
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Metallic G80  Metallic G86  Metallic G92  Metallic G98  Metallic G104
Metallic G81  Metallic G87  Metallic G93  Metallic G99  Metallic G105
Metallic G82  Metallic G88  Metallic G94  Metallic G100  Metallic G106
Metallic G83  Metallic G89  Metallic G95  Metallic G101  Metallic G107
Metallic G84  Metallic G90  Metallic G96  Metallic G102  Metallic G108
Metallic G116  Metallic G122  Metallic G128  Metallic G134  Metallic G140
Metallic G117  Metallic G123  Metallic G129  Metallic G135  Metallic G141
Metallic G118  Metallic G124  Metallic G130  Metallic G136  Metallic G142
Metallic G119  Metallic G125  Metallic G131  Metallic G137  Metallic G143
Metallic G120  Metallic G126  Metallic G132  Metallic G138  Metallic G144

Base color: 60% GOLD
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